One approach to computational ncRNA genefinding is to predict RNA transcript initiation, termination, and processing, and find all predicted transcripts that do
The table shows the number of predicted ncRNA genes, the number tested for expression by Northern blot, and the number found to be expressed. The total number of different expressed ncRNA genes identified by these screens was 31. The final two columns indicate how many RNAs out of this total were identified by each screen, and the number of unique RNAs found by each method. comparison is much more sensitive and specific; nucleic acids have a smaller and less informative alphabet. Sigfor instance, highly structured ncRNA genes are driven to high GC content presumbly for reasons of RNA thermostanificant cross-phylum similarities, which we take for granted with protein sequences, are seen only for the bility, and in otherwise AT-rich genomes this produces a strong composition bias (Galtier and Lobry, 1997). most slowly evolving ncRNAs like ribosomal RNA. Many ncRNAs conserve a base-paired secondary structure, Comparative genome analysis provides what may be the most powerful computational ncRNA genefinding though. For these RNAs, much more discriminative power would be gained by scoring both conserved seapproach currently described. In a pairwise alignment of two structural ncRNAs that are similar enough in sequence and RNA structure in a database search. This raises interesting algorithmic issues. quence to be reliably aligned, but dissimilar enough to show compensatory base changes that conserve the Figure 1 illustrates the power of taking the secondary structure into account when scoring RNA sequence secondary structure, a statistical test can detect that the pattern of mutations observed is nonrandom and alignments. Even a simple ad hoc scoring system can be useful. All of the power in distinguishing homologous consistent with RNA structure conservation. This can even be done without knowing the structure a priori, if from nonhomologous alignments comes from the scoring system, though, so it is desirable to assign alignthe approach is combined with a statistical model of RNA folding (Rivas et al., 2001) . A weakness of this ment scores in a statistically rational manner. The score matrices for primary sequence alignments, such as the method is that it detects any conserved RNA secondary structure, including cis-regulatory mRNA structures in BLOSUM62 matrix, assign high scores to identities, moderate positive scores to conservative amino acid addition to independent ncRNA genes; conversely, it also fails to detect ncRNA genes that have little consubstitutions, and negative scores to dissimilar residues. The mathematical theory for statistically estimatserved secondary structure.
Four papers recently described different screens for ing and optimizing these scores is well understood (Altschul, 1991). ncRNA genes in the same organism, E. coli, which en- , 1961) . If this notion is true, we can expect grounded solution to this problem has been elusive. The that cells with complex posttranscriptional regulation RNA structure/sequence alignment literature is instead will have many small RNA genes that have yet to be almost exclusively devoted to applying a great variety discovered. A major goal of current computational (and of clever algorithms to the problem of optimal RNA experimental) screens is to get a handle on the numerolstructure/sequence alignment, while using ad hoc scorogy of the modern ncRNA genes. Are there just a few? ing systems.
Or a great many? The theory necessary for extending sequence alignThe current situation in RNA is reminiscent of the early ment scoring approaches to RNA secondary structure days of protein sequence analysis. Not too long ago, the alignment scoring came from an unexpected direction.
protein sequence database was published on paper, and Over the last ten years, sequence alignment scoring algorithms for rigorous sequence comparison were well has become understood in greater mathematical depth known to the cognoscenti but were too impractical and using hidden Markov model (HMM) formalisms borexpensive to run on the computers of the time. Then the rowed, interestingly, from the fields of computational sequence database expanded rapidly, and fast, practilinguistics and speech recognition (Durbin et al., 1998) .
cal, heuristic tools like BLAST and FASTA appeared A higher-order cousin to HMMs in computational linguisforthwith. If we are indeed at the forefront of a significant tics, "stochastic context-free grammars" (SCFGs), can expansion of known ncRNA gene sequences, it is time deal not just with primary sequence but also with nested for RNA computational biologists to step up and apply long-distance pairwise correlations in sequencesour known body of theory to the development of practiwhich is exactly what is needed for modeling base paircal analysis programs and well-organized databases. ing in RNA secondary structure. SCFGs provide a statistical framework for scoring secondary structure and 
